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ABSTRACT

The processing power afforded by embedded microcomputers in state-of-the-art control
applications offers the design engineer greatly expanded opportunities for improved
ergonomic design, even without the use of “soft” actuator and/or display devices (which
are sometimes undesirable and/or unacceptable). Especially important is the exploitation of
software to simplify the hardware design while simultaneously implementing
decision/mode logic that would be prohibitively expensive if done in hardware alone. The
designer is often confronted with an ocean of possibilisties, and must make intelligent
decisions in order to satisfy increasingly demanding applications and sophisticated users.
The design decisions and resulting features and behaviors of an automatic antenna control
unit are discussed from the operators point of view (black box), but also with the intention
to detail some of the logic necessary to implement these features. This is prefaced by a
discussion of the characteristics of the primary operator interface, the front panel, and the
factors that influenced its design. Areas for future improvement of the design are also
mentioned.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the operator interface and automatic behaviors of the ACU-6 Antenna
Controller, manufactured by EMP, Inc. The design was influenced by the opinions of
operators experienced with telemetry range operations and tracking systems, and
implemented by designers and engineers with many years experience in building telemetry
tracking systems. In order to achieve the best operator interface under given design



constraints, the front panel was designed “from the outside in”. Considerable thought and
effort went into the system concepts to support the desired operations.

The factors that drove the front panel design are presented first. This is followed by a
description of the resulting front panel and the various display and control techniques
available - this serves as a context for the discussion of some intelligent behaviors
incorporated into the system design. The two areas selected for discussion, positioning
logic and acquisition/antenna control logic, are very important in the actual operation of
the tracking system. The program and test modes of the controller also incorporate very
complex operator interface behaviors and automatic calibrations, but space does not allow
elaboration of these modes.

In addition, areas for improvement are noted accompanied by brief discussion as
appropriate. The improvements mentioned are desirable in terms of the operator interface
and are currently being considered for future design upgrades. Other aspects of these
improvements, such as reliability, cost, and complexity, are not addressed.

DESIGN GOALS, CONSTRAINTS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACU-6
FRONT PANEL

The ACU-6 has been characterized as a chameleon. It was designed in an environment of
nearly continuously changing requirements. At times, it seemed that a new application
requirement was being generated daily. Some of the design goals and constraints that
drove the design are:

1.  It must provide sure, positive control actuation that is easily used in time-critical,
stressful situations.

2.  It should be small enough in the largest implementations to be packaged in less than 30
vertical inches of a standard 19 inch RETMA rack, and small enough in the smallest
implementations to occupy only 5.25 vertical inches of a slant-rack cabinet.

3.  Operations should be as nearly self-evident and self-teaching as possible.

4.  Operator errors should be clearly indicated, but not abrasively so.

5.  Equipment alarms, exceptions and failures should be clearly indicated, and easily
differentiated.

6.  The system controls should be readable from a distance of at least three feet. An
experienced operator should be able to discern the major operational modes of the system



from a distance of at least 10 feet. The position and signal strength displays should be
readable from a distance of at least 20 feet.

7.  The standard front panel should be configurable to support a very wide variety of
system requirements.

8.  The front panel should be built using printed circuit boards. This fixes an upper limit on
the number of controls and displays and their location.

9.  The front panel should support the following control and display functions:

• single or dual axis pedestals featuring a variety of control modes.
• pedestal power controls for servo and scanner.
• antenna control for manual and automatic hi/low gain selection or manual and

automatic side lobe comparison.
• interactive control of search sector width and sector center.
• interactive adjustment of acquire threshold.
• manual selection of, and power and frequency control for up to 4 receivers, or

automatic/manual selection of 2 receivers.
• programming (data entry) - this capability should not clutter the panel, but should be

available only in a program mode.
• self-test and calibration with the same restriction as programming it should not impact

the operational layout.
• provide as much slack as possible for additional custom controls.

10.  To the degree possible, maximize the use of color to highlight and differentiate control
indications.

11.  An iterative ordering of functions in horizontal-vertical arrangement. For example, the
panel should have major functional groups in a horizontal row. Within an axis major
group, function groups are ordered vertically - e.g., commanded displays over present
position displays over manual/search control group, over the standby/slave/autotrack
group, over the handwheel group. Within function groups, switches are again ordered
horizontally. Displays are always above controls so that they may be seen while the
operators hands are on the controls.

12.  Panel clutter must be kept to a minimum. To the degree possible, indicators should not
be seen unless active (deadfront). This is especially true of fault and warning indicators.

13.  The front panel should be extendable.



Why Soft Display and Control Devices Were Rejected

A control or display device is considered soft if its functionality can be changed or
redefined as the host device changes modes or states. A good example of a combination of
soft display and control is a CRT or plasma display screen with an X-Y touch grid
mounted on the screen. This allows complete flexiblity in the creation of “screen buttons”
and display areas, and if the screen is large enough, this can be a very powerful operator
interface (especially if the screen is a color CRT). It is also extremely expensive, difficult
to ruggedize, and large. The size requirement is dictated by the time-critical nature of
tracking operations. Small instruments and personal computers do not usually involve
attempting to find, acquire, and track supersonic targets and therefore can usually force the
operator to squint, hunt, peck, miss and peck again.

A consideration that some designers overlook is that in some instances a soft
display/control interface takes longer to learn because of the variabilty of the device. The
typical system designer may protest, offering as a defense the ability to prompt, cajole,
prod and otherwise guide the user into making correct decisions and away from errors.
What he does not account for is that many operators have partially (and maybe totally)
memorized their hard panel controls and display locations. If the operator is faced with
several different display/control layouts (because the screen isn’t large enough to hold
everything it should), this memorization process may be hindered. This memorization is a
key element in operator time-critical performance under stress. For these reasons and the
generally negative response from users to suggestions along these lines, soft devices on the
front panel were rejected. It was decided that these capabilities, if desired by the user,
would be implemented on a separate device (e.g., a screen-mapped CRT display).

THE RESULTING FRONT PANEL DESIGN

The front panel design that evolved from these goals, constraints and considerations is
shown in Figure 1. This is an engineering drawing that shows all the main switchs, LED
digit display and discreet LED displays. Rectangular switches can be split or single legend.

This design (like most ), represents a compromise arrived at within design goals and
constraints. The panel is completely reliant on software for functionality - there is no
imbedded logic in the design outside what is needed to sense switch closures and
openings, and drive the lamps and LED displays.

The crux of the issue for the system designer is how this compromise design can best be
exploited. Specifically, given discreet switches with back-lighted legends (some split),
discreet LED indicators and 7-segment displays, how can we achieve the best use of these
resources?



GENERAL METHODS USED FOR INDICATION AND CONTROL

Layout and Lighted Switch Colors

Typical examples of configured front panels are shown in Figures 2 and 3. These layouts
satisfy most of the design goals for functional grouping.

Colors used in the back-lighted switches are: White, yellow, red, green and blue. A typical
layout might use the following color assignments:

Yellow - Slave Axis Mode, Manual Receiver Select, Manual Antenna Select
Green - Autotrack, Auto Antenna Select, Auto Receiver Select
Red - Automatic Side Lobe Comparison Disable
Blue - Immediate Designate, Preprogrammed Designate
White - all others

Legends are black-filled etch with good contrast.

Normally, red and blue are never used in close proximity if both might be simultaneously
lighted. This is because the human eye cannot focus on these two colors simultaneously.
This effect does not seem to occur with our switches because the color is behind the
legend. The practice is nevertheless avoided.

Deadfront Indicators

The LED indicators are all deadfront by virtue of the filter bezel. In addition, in the current
design they must all be red. This restricts their use to fault and warning indicators. The bar
arrays allow the arrangement of legends that group vertically and horizontally. The soft-
ware is designed to take advantage of this by allowing any logical indicator to map to any
number of physical LED or lamp indicators. Currently, LED and lamp combining (for one
logical indicator) cannot be done.

In addition, indicator legends may be overlapped as required since the logical to physical
mapping is an unrestricted one-to-many function.

The switch indicators (lamps) may also be deadfront. This is done wherever the switch
function is only valid in certain modes or where a split legend switch is used as a
multifunction switch (see below).

An obvious area for improvement here is to use a neutral (gray) filter bezel, allowing for
the used of multicolored LED indicators. This would remove the restriction of



warning/error indicators only. Also, green or yellow digit displays are generally considered
to cause less eye strain than red, especially over long periods of time. Design tradeoffs
arise in the difficulty of matching the intensity of different colored LED’s, and with
maintaining good contrast without severely attenuating the luminosity of the indicators.

Indicator Flashing

In addition to commanding any logical indicator on or off, the designer may elect to flash
any logical indicator at any of three flash rates These rates are approximately 1 flash/sec.,
2 flashes/sec., and 4 flashes/sec. These flash rates are used in a variety of ways to effect
confirmation of a keypress, association of shared switch functions, differentiation of
conditions indicated using only one indicator, and error notification. Examples of these
uses are given below. The flash state of an indicator may be altered without affecting the
static state (on/off).

Digit Display Capabilities

The 7-segment displays are also mapped from logical to physical assignments. In addition,
most characters in the ASCII set may be commanded, although the result may not be
immediately recognizable and only a few such characters are used in practice. Each digit
may have a static value and up to three alternate values. The alternate values are
alternatively displayed at the same rates as the indicator flash rates and the on/off
transitions are synchronized so that indicator flash may be associated with digit alternation.
Digit flash is achieved by writing a blank alternating character. The alternate digits may be
nulled without affecting the static digit.

In this area, the design could be significantly improved by incorporation of an
alphanumeric display.

Data Entry

One of the most challenging design requirements was that of being able to enter data. The
use of thumbwheel switches was considered and rejected because the inherent inflexibility
and incompatibility with the desired PCB design. The use of a keypad required large
amounts of panel area. A scheme was devised that only required the use of 4 switch
functions and the displays. When data is to be entered, the data is displayed with a cursor
indicated by a flashing digit. At the same time the deadfront switch indicators LEFT,
RIGHT, INC, and DEC are lighted (in some cases flashed). The operator may alter the
cursor digit or move the cursor left or right to another digit. Current data entry situations
may involve the entry of a single angle, a set of angles, or a single decimal quantity of 1 to
7 digits. Other situations such as the entry of hexadecimal data or even certain alphabetical



codes can be supported. In all data entry procedures cursor wraparound is used, range
checking is applied if appropriate, and the operator may escape without actually altering
any data.

Multifunction Switches

Mode controlled multifunction switches are switches that serve more than one function
depending on a mode or state. This has been done in two instances: 1) The combination of
the pedestal steering functions (CW, CCW) and the cursor steering functions (LEFT,
RIGHT); 2) The Side Lobe Comparison control discussed below. This is done on a split-
legend, deadfront switch. Extension of this technique to more than two functions per split-
legend switch or to single legend switches would lead to confusion and/or, reliance on an
operation guide or memory. It might be justifiable in special circumstances for non-operate
modes.

Operator Error Reduction and Indication

Two steps are taken to help prevent operator error caused by accidental switch actuation.
All switches feature full guard bezels which helps prevent playing in the cracks. In
addition, mode dependent confirmation cycles are used where the effect of an actuation
may have serious effects. This includes almost any change if the system is autotracking.
The assumption is that if autotrack has been achieved, we make sure the operator wants to
break lock or risk breaking lock. The confirmation cycle is a simple technique - if a switch
actuation is to be confirmed, its associated indicator is flashed for three seconds. If the
switch is pressed again within the three seconds (while the indicator is flashing), then the
commanded action is taken. If the switch is not pressed again, then the indicator flash is
canceled and no other action is taken. The confirmation time may vary from 1 to 3 seconds
depending on the action being confirmed.

The fast flash rate is used almost exclusively for errors and warnings. The operator is
notified of invalid or illegal switch actuation using a 1 second fast flash. However, the
offending switch indicator is seldom the one flashed. The system logic will attempt to
signify why the switch press was not accepted.

An example of an invalid switch press: If the operator presses the INC, DEC, CW, or
CCW switches when the azimuth axis is in slave mode, the slave mode indicator is flashed
signifying that the switch press is not valid in the slave mode. An example of an illegal
switch press: If the operator attempts to change receivers while auto-receiver select is
enabled, the auto-receiver enable indicator is flashed signifying that the operation is illegal.



INTELLIGENT POSITIONING LOGIC

Handwheel Capability

The incorporation of handwheels into the design was driven entirely by operator
preference for this type of control. The handwheel hardware design consists of a very
simple scheme of one incremental encoder and an 8 bit counter per wheel. The
interpretation of the count developed as the handwheel is turned is left up to the system
software.

The software allows for a position mode in which the handwheels very closely simulate the
behavior of synchro position handwheels, and for an aided rate mode in which handwheel
changes affect pedestal velocity. This second mode is extremely valuable in operations
where a low altitude target cannot be autotracked due to multipath interference. If the
tracking system is equipped with a video system, the operator can switch to aided rate
manual track whenever the target would normally be lost and track the target manually.

The handwheel mode switches are placed for convenient actuation by the operator’s
thumbs without his fingers leaving the wheel. This allows for the easiest and fastest mode
switching which can be important if the pedestal is to be rapidly halted by going to
position mode from aided rate mode.

Two improvements are desirable here:

1.  The current software will always enter the manual slew mode whenever the axis mode
is first set to manual. This means that if an auxiliary mode is entered from a handwheel
mode (e.g., immediate designate) the system will not return to handwheel mode when the
aux mode is cancelled. Correction of this would make axis mode control consistent.

2.  It is probably more useful to the operator to enter handwheel rate instead of handwheel
position on the first depression of the handwheel mode switch.

Cable Wrap Systems

Cable wrap systems may have azimuth travel ranges of 180 to 710 degrees. The Immediate
Designate, Pre-programmed Designate and Axis Slave modes will always attempt to arrive
at a position that offers the most subsequent azimuth travel; i.e., the positioning modes will
unwrap the cable wrap, if required. The logic will perform correctly even when the
designate position is the current position. This allows the operator to unwrap the cable and
come back to the same azimuth by executing an Immediate Designate without altering the
angles.



When the Slave Mode is invoked, cable unwrap is performed. It will not be performed
again, even if the slave source causes the system to hit a travel limit.

Search Mode Behavior and Control

The Search Mode requires some of the most complex positioning behavior in order to keep
the operator involvement simple. The width of a search sector is altered in increments of
the system main antenna beamwidth using the INCrement and DECrement switches. The
search center is altered in increments of the current sector width using the CCW, CW or
UP and DN switches. The effect is to alter and/or move the search sector in a logical
manner, and to eliminate the possibility of skipping over a sector of space.

Each time the sector is altered or moved by a switch press, the new value of sector width
(in degrees) or sector center is displayed until the switch is released.

If the edge of a sector is at a travel limit and the operator increases the search sector, the
sector center is automatically recalculated so that the new (larger) sector may be fully
swept. Additionally, attempts to move the sector toward a limit are ignored if an edge of
the sector is against a travel limit.

Dual axis search is a raster. The major axis of the raster is the axis that has the largest
sector width, and this is the axis that moves most frequently in order to cover the search
area in the least amount of time. The selection of major axis is automatic, and reevaluation
occurs each time either axis sector is altered.

The dual axis search presents one other interesting problem. The INC and DEC switches
must be shared between the two axes. To make this obvious, whenever a dual axis search
is invoked a “selected” axis is indicated by flashing that axis’ search indicator
synchronously with the INC and DEC indicators. This provides a clear indication of which
axis sector can be altered. This selection is changed by simply pressing the non-selected
axis search switch, causing it to become the selected axis.

INTELLIGENT TARGET ACQUISITION AND ANTENNA CONTROL

Auto-Acquire Logic - A Three State Switch

A good example of the use of software to extend the logic normally seen in a switch
function is the acquire/autotrack switch. When this switch is first pressed, acquire logic is
enabled which will automatically place the axis in autotrack when acquire conditions are
met. If the operator desires to force autotrack, he presses the switch again: Autotrack
mode is commanded and the acquire logic is disabled. Subsequent presses will simply



toggle the acquire enable. This has a very useful operational impact: The operator may
force autotrack on a weak signal (e.g., an inbound target). At this point he may adjust the
acquire threshold without affecting the system. When the target signal strength has
increased such that acquire conditions are met, he may enable auto-acquire so that system
automatic responses to signal fade (such as rate memory) will be enabled.

Automatic Side Lobe Comparison

A side lobe comparison antenna allows the system to determine if the main beam of the
tracking antenna is on target. In a manual system this is done by the operator pressing a
Side Lobe Compare switch and comparing the resulting signal strength to the signal
strength he observed when the main antenna was enabled. On the ACU-6 this manual
capability has been retained and an automatic comparison added. Both manual and auto
comparison enable/disable are controlled from one switch. The switch features a one-way
disable confirmation; i.e., if the operator is enabling the auto compare, no confirmation is
requested. When the auto compare is enabled, pressing the switch engages the side lobe
comparison antenna for as long as the switch is depressed, allowing manual comparison.
When the switch is released, the Disable lamp flashes indicating that the disable
confirmation timing has started.

The automatic comparison occurs whenever the auto acquire conditions are met:

1.  An axis auto acquire must be enabled.
2.  The signal strength exceeds the acquire threshold.

The actual comparison is performed in two steps;

1.  The comparison is set-up by measuring the signal strength from the tracking antenna,
commanding the side lobe antenna on, commanding rate limiting to slow the pedestal, and
then delaying for 100-300 milliseconds to allow the receiver AGC to follow the gain
change.

2.  After the delay is completed, signal strength from the side lobe comparison antenna is
measured and the main antenna is commanded on. If this signal strength is at least 16 dB
less than the signal from the main antenna, the comparison is succeessful, and the
command to enter to autotrack is issued. If the comparison fails, then the system enables
the use of an “adjusted” threshold and sets the value of this threshold to the value of the
side lobe signal strength plus 18 dB. Finally, the rate limit is released and another delay is
executed to allow the receiver AGC to follow (this delay is to hold-off subsequent
comparisons).



This comparison is made as often as the acquire conditions are met, but typically only two
comparisons are required with transition to autotrack on the second comparison.

The fact that the system has adjusted the acquire threshold is indicated by the adjusted
value being displayed on the acquire threshold display with the decimal points lighted.

Automatic Control of Dual Gain Tracking Antennas (Multimode Antenna)

The multimode antenna (MMA) is primarily used as an acquisition aid, but may also serve
to improve system performance in maintaining track on high speed targets close to the
tracking system and in insuring that the receiver and tracking circuits are not saturated by
excessive signal strength.

Automatic control of the antenna selection is based on two criteria: Signal strength and
track error. It is simpler to assume a single axis system first; dual axis considerations will
follow.

Anytime acquire conditions are met the low gain antenna is selected. Selection of the high
gain antenna is made when the track error falls below a certain value IF this transition will
not cause signal strength saturation. If the signal strength becomes saturated, or if the track
error exceeds a certain value, the low gain antenna is selected. Delays are incorporated
after each transition to allow for receiver AGC time constants.

Two thresholds are used for acquire comparisons, but only one is displayed at a time and
corresponds to the selected antenna. If the operator adjusts the threshold value, the
alternate value is automatically adjusted such that if acquire is achieved using the currently
selected antenna (and the corresponding threshold value), the acquire condition will still
exist when the antennas are switched. For example, assume the gain difference between
the two antennas is 20 dB, and the low gain antenna is selected. If the operator adjusts the
displayed (low gain) threshold to 40, the high gain threshold will be set to 40 + 13, or 53.
This allows a 6 dB margin for variation in the expected gain difference due to multipath,
component aging, etc. If the system now enters autotrack via auto-acquire, the acquire
conditions should still exist when the high gain antenna is selected. Conversely, if the high
gain threshold is adjusted, the low gain threshold is adjusted to be 26 dB below the new
high gain value.

Operator control of the MMA when auto antenna select is enabled is slightly unorthodox:
Manual control of antenna selection is retained up to the point of auto-acquire, at which
time the system will select the low gain antenna. After the system has selected the high
gain antenna, the operator may still force a transition to low gain, but the system will
always reselect high gain when the conditions described above are met. This allows the



operator to force side lobe comparison and is also a useful testing technique. The operator
may also completely disable auto antenna selection at any time.

On dual axis systems the auto select logic is altered slightly: When either axis enters
autotrack, the low gain antenna is commanded. High gain will not be selected until the
other axis also enters autotrack, and the select conditions described above are met for both
axes. This prevents successfully locking one axis but having the other axis go into a side
lobe lock. This logic has proven especially effective in achieving sure, rapid lock from the
dual axis raster search pattern.

One other point deserves mention. The test mode demodulator (autotrack) calibration step
determines the angular difference between the high gain and low gain track points. Any
time the system is tracking on the low gain antenna, this factor is used to correct the
position of the antenna so that the peak of the main (high gain) antenna beam is pointed at
the target before selecting the high gain antenna. This also allows relatively accurate angle
readout of the target even though the low gain antenna is being used for tracking.

CONCLUSIONS

The incorporation of a microprocessor into an automatic tracking antenna controller offers
many possibilities for improving the operator interface and for exploiting even relatively
simple controls and displays. In addition, the designer can sometimes greatly simplify
operator tasks by incorporating automation into control and/or decision processes. This
will only occur if the designer is both imaginative and sensitive to the needs and problems
of the user/operator.

The success of the ACU-6 operator interface was proven on the first system delivered.
This system was a dual axis tracker with a side lobe comparison antenna delivered to the
Yuma Army Proving Grounds. The system arrived with no accompanying documentation
of any kind (a situation that was shortly corrected). The YAPG technicians installed the
control unit, mastered most of its features, and autotracked targets the same day without
ever being able to refer to a manual. The technicians were very pleased with the system
performance and ease of operation.
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FIGURE 1.
UNCONFIGURED FRONT PANEL



FIGURE 2.
DUAL AXIS SYSTEM FRONT PANEL


